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		Arduino is a tool, a community, and a way of thinking that is affecting
	
		how we use and understand technology. It has rekindled a love and
	
		understanding for electronics for many people, including myself, who felt
	
		that electronics was something that they had left behind at school.
	


	
		Arduino is tiny circuit board that has huge potential. It can be used to blink
	
		a Morse-code signal using a single LED or to control every light in a building,
	
		depending on how far you take it. Its capabilities are limited only by your
	
		imagination.
	


	
		Arduino is also providing a new, practical approach to technical education,
	
		lowering the entry level for those wanting to use electronics to complete small
	
		projects and, I hope, encouraging you to read further to take on big ones.
	


	
		A huge and ever-growing community of Arduin-ists has emerged — users and
	
		developers who learn from each other and contribute to the open source
	
		philosophy by sharing the details of their projects. Arduin-ists and their supporters
	
		with their open source attitude are responsible for the huge popularity
	
		of Arduino.
	


	
		Arduino is more than just a “bit of kit”; it’s a tool. A piece of technology that
	
		makes understanding and using today’s technology easier.
	
		So if the prospect of understanding the limitless possibilities of technology
	
		doesn’t sound interesting to you, please put this book down and back away.
	


	
		Otherwise, read on!
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to PodcastingQue, 2005
Has anyone ever told you that you should be on radio? While radio can be hard to break into, podcasting lets you put your voice and talents to work to create your own broadcast to be distributed over the Internet to millions of people. Absolute Beginner's Guide to Podcasting is the aspiring...
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Designing with Progressive Enhancement: Building the Web that Works for EveryoneNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	Progressive enhancement is an approach to web development that aims to deliver the best possible experience to the widest possible audience, and simplifies coding and testing as well. Whether users are viewing your sites on an iPhone, the latest and greatest high-end system, or even hearing them on a screen-reader, their experience should be...
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Microsoft SQL Azure Enterprise Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	SQL Azure is a database service in the cloud. Based on Microsoft's Windows Azure platform, SQL Azure is well suited for web facing database applications. Are you interested in moving your business applications and data to the cloud but are not sure how to go about it? Look no further; this book covers all you ever wanted to know about...
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Manual of Pediatric NutritionDecker Publishing, 2000

	This comprehensive guide provides an overview of nutritional care for pediatric patients. From cover to cover, it discusses the proper nutrition for both healthy and ill children. Topics covered include: the development of feeding skills, nutritional assessment, sports nutrition, feeding guidelines, vitamin and mineral supplements, nutrition...
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IT Audit, Control, and Security (Wiley Corporate F&A)John Wiley & Sons, 2010


	WELCOME TO THE WORLD of IT Audit, Control, and Security. Much has

	changed in information technology (IT) auditing since we published our

	first edition of this book when we were then called Computer Auditors. Back

	in those days, traditional mainframe or legacy computer systems were still common, we

	had difficulty envisioning...
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Beginning Django: Web Application Development and Deployment with PythonApress, 2017

	
		Discover the Django web application framework and get started building Python-based web applications. This book takes you from the basics of Django all the way through to cutting-edge topics such as creating RESTful applications. Beginning Django also covers ancillary, but essential, development topics, including...
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